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"An independent student voice serving Bowling Green since 1920'

BG police officer arrested, charged
□ An undercover investigation nabbed Matt
J. Myles after several
complaints were registered concerning a
trespasser.
By SARAH BEDNARSKI
The BG News
A Bowling Green Police officer
was arrested Thursday and
charged with criminal trespassing after an investigation uncovered he peered into windows
while on duty.
According to Sam Johnson, deputy chief, Matt J. Myles, was ar-

rested as a result of an undercover investigation. He said the
department had received several
complaints over the past two
weeks from citizens stating
someone was looking into their
windows.
Johnson said the complainants
described the trespasser as
someone in a uniform. He said
that is when the surveillance was
initiated.
"(Myles) was under surveillance just for a few days," Johnson said. "The investigation has
been on-going for about two
weeks."
According to Johnson, Myles
was off-duty when he was arrested Thursday afternoon.
Myles was hired by the de-

SL. Student
Hg
Government

partment in 1990 as a dispatcher
and became a patrolman in August, 1996, Johnson said. He said
Myles resigned after he was
charged on Thursday.
According to Gary Bishop,
Wood County assistant prosecutor, criminal trespassing is
defined as entering the property
of another without permission.
"Unlawful (trespassing) includes wrecklessly entering and
neglecting to leave when asked,"
he said.
Criminal trespassing is a
fourth degree misdemeanor, and
if Myles is convicted he could
face up to a $250 fine and 30 days
in jail.

Public Safety
Johnson said the incident has
been handed over to the city
prosecutor's office.
According to the statement
released by the BGPD, they want
to ensure the citizens continued
police protection.
"We do feel that the citizens of
Bowling Green can take some
degree of pride and confidence in
the fact that their police do police
their own. We do not take the
public trust lightly, and will do
everything in our power to ensure that trust is deserved and
maintained."

Showing respect

USG set
to spread
random
kindness
□ The University will
observe National Random Acts of Kindness
day on Feb. 17.
By MELISSA NAYMIK
The BG News
Smiling, lending a helping hand
or simply being nice are simple
acts of kindness. However, the
Undergraduate Student
Government plans on taking this
one step further.
On Tuesday, Feb. 17, USG will
be all over campus, along with
various organizations, spreading
numerous acts of kindness.
This idea spun from Maryann
Russell, USG cabinet programmer coordinator, after preparing
a speech for her interpersonal
communications class last semester. Her speech revolved
around making people smile
more. She then decided she
would like to see this done campus-wide.
The National Random Act of
Kindness day was Feb. 13, but
USG choose to have the University hold their kindness day on Feb.
17.
Throughout this day, places on
and off campus will be contributing their services to show they
care about the students.
Amy Hoops, food service manager, said all the dining halls on
campus will be participating in
this campus-wide event. A timer
will be placed in all dining halls
• See KINDNESS, page five.
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Navy cadets escort Key West, Fla. school children Sunday as they place flowers next to tombstones
of sailors that lost their lives in the explosion of the U.S.S. Maine in Havana Harbor in 1898.

MONDAY FEATURE

Preview day offers
chance for tours

□ The President's Day
preview program gives
high school seniors an
opportunity to see everything that interests
them on campus.
By SARAH BEDNARSKI
The BG News

High school juniors and
seniors are visiting campus today to decide if the University is
where they want to be for the
next four years.
For two high school seniors,
their minds are already made up.
Bowling Green State University
is for them.
Megan and Mary Beth Wilfong
are seniors at GlenOak High
School in North Canton and both
hope to attend the University, but
they each have different reasons.
According to Mary Beth, she
likes the town and the atmosphere of the University because
it seems friendly. She said she
plans to look into the Department
of Journalism because her sister
and cousin are involved in the
program.
"I hope to maybe become involved with intramural sports
and hopefully some other stuff,"
Mary Beth said.
Megan said while she agrees
with her sister, she hopes to
study musical education, instead
of journalism. She said the University band and newspaper staff
are possible activities she may
become involved in.
Megan and Mary Beth said
they've visited the campus
several times and think it offers
them a lot of different things.
They said there are many majors
offered at the University, as well
as the professors who seem willing to help.
"I've visited some of the classes and the teachers have been
nice and down to earth," Megan
said.
Megan said she's visited other
universities like Cincinnati and
Capitol. She said she hasn't decided 100 percent, but has applied and plans to visit the University a few more times.
The reason behind President's
Day as preview day is to helo
students like Megan decide for
sure that the University is the
place for them. It also allows students like both Megan and Mary
Beth to view the campus another
time and get more of a feel for it,
said Cecilia Born, University assistant director of admissions.
Born said high school students
can tour and see anything they
want while on campus. She said
they have the opportunity to visit

Campus
"The campus and
community is a great
place. There's so
many different
people and a lot of
opportunity."
Megan Wilfong
prospective student
classes, residence halls and any
other facility they are intrigued
by.
"The day gives them a chance
to explore the University campus," Born said. "If there's something they're interested in, they
can preview it and see what it's
like."
The day is the biggest preview
day of the year, Born said. She
said visitors come from all over
the state, as well as some who
come from out of state.
Born said the students seem to
be mostly seniors in high school,
but many juniors also attend the
event.
"A lot of seniors who've
already applied come to make
some final decisions," she said.
"We also have a lot of juniors
who are just starting the application process and want to see what
the campus is like."
About 150 volunteers will be
helping with the day, Born said.
The volunteers will be tour
guides, greeters and help to pass
out and assist students and parents during the day.
Bom said every academic department and residence hall on
campus has something planned
for the day. She said not only are
there volunteers in Admissions,
but all over campus.
"We're throwing open the
doors," Born said. "It's a great
event and the entire community
is involved."
This is the largest President's
Day preview day so far. Born
said. She said they are expecting
about 5,000 visitors for the day.
Bom said visitors will be all
over campus and hopes University students will welcome them.
"If you see (visitors) around,
make them feel welcomed," she
said. "Say hello or just smile."
Born reminds University students the parking lot behind the
Union is closed for the day and
the portion of Merry Street be• See PREVIEW, page five.

University-sponsored spring break alternative in initiative stage
By PAULA MOTOLIK
The BG News
Everywhere you go at this time
of year, you hear people talking
about and planning for the longawaited breath of freedom away
from school - spring break.
Although many students prefer
to hit the beaches and bask in the
warm sun of the south, the University is working on providing
an alternative for students who
would like to spend their time
working with communities in a
service learning aspect.

which part of the country they
want to work, and what type of
project they want to work on. He
said groups will consist of a facAccording to the office of the ulty or staff member and about
vice president of student affairs, seven or eight student members,
"Initiatives are underway to i- including a student leader.
dentify service learning oppor"The projects are located all
tunities on the campus and de- over the country, and range from
velop a service learning pro- working in soup kitchens, repairgram."
ing homes and facilities, providShane Cutler, a practicum in- ing day care for the homeless and
tern for the Office of the Vice even building environmental hikPresident of Student Affairs, said ing trails," said I.ynne Holland,
the program is made up of indi- doctoral intern in the Office of
vidual groups which determine the Vice President of Student Af-

Campus

fairs.
Cutler said, "The projects are
determined by the needs of the
site."
Service learning may sound
like it is the same as community
service; however, the two are
different. According to the University's Service Learning Intitiative, the projects integrate
academics with community service, whereas volunteer work
primarily promotes community
service.
"Each program is unique, since
the students get to pick what they

want to do; therefore, the programs meet the needs of a variety of interests and students can
apply knowledge that they have
gained in their classes," Cutler
said.
Since the program is still in the
initiative stages, it will not be
available until next spring.
However, both Cutler and Holland are trying to find students to
gather information about the
different sites and serve as
group leaders for the alternative
spring break program.
"There will be about three to

four different trips next spring,
and depending on the number of
students interested, each group
will consist of about seven to
eight students," Cutler said.
The trips will occur during the
week of spring break, and should
cost between $150 and $300,
which includes food and lodging,
Holland said.
Anyone interested in the program should contact the Office of
the Vice President of Student Affairs at 372-2147 and ask for
either Shane Cutler or Lynne
Holland.
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Consider some historical Valentines
Well, it's Monday and most people have probably gotten over their
Valentine's Day trauma. I was
thinking earlier that this one just
may have been the first where 1
actually had someone to celebrate it
with, but then I got sort of
metaphorical and symbolic and
realized that I wasn't quite 100 percent correct.
See, not only is Feb. 14
Valentine's Day, but it's also the
midway point through Black
History month. Now although Ihis
is usually an explosive month with
lots of fanfare and new, historical
facts being traded, I figured I'd try
to chime in with my own little tie-in
between Valentine's Day and Black
History.
To me, V-Day is sort of like a
female appreciation day. I realize
it's not that way with everyone,
depending on what does it for you,
but dammit, it's my column and I'll
take it from my angle. And unbeknownst to a lot of people, there
actually are black women in history
we should all know about and even
one major fact relating to a very
famous woman.
As I just learned a few days ago,
it turns out that our famous Statue
of Liberty is really supposed to be a
black woman. The statue was proposed by a French abolitionist
named Edourd de Laboulaye and a
sculptor named Frederic Auguste
Bartholdi as a symbol of the pivotal
part that black soldiers played in
helping the North win the Civil
War.
Another piece of lost history is
the fact that there were originally

••To me, V-Day is
sort of like a female
appreciation day. J J

intended to be broken shackles both
in the left hand of the statue and at
her feet. This fact and the history
behind the statue was lost, though,
because of fears that the South
might resent a giant monument of
their deserving failure. And that
could have led to further racist acts
like lynchings or segregated schools
or... Hmmm.
Our dear Statue of Liberty isn't
the only forgotten black valentine
in most of our lives though. How

many people can honestly say they
know who Harriet Jacobs,
Sojourner Truth, Ida Wells-Barnett
Jessie Fauset and Zora Neale
Hurston were? You're either a liar
or incredibly knowledgeable if you
knew even three of them, since I
know before Thursday I'd heard of
only one of them and still couldn't
have told you what her relevance
was to my life.
Harriet Jacobs was born a slave
where she had to sleep with another master in order to escape the
physical torture she experienced
with her present master. After
escaping, she went on to work with
black refugees, established the
Jacobs Free School, raised money in
England for black orphans and
aged folk in Savannah and finally
settled in D.C where she and her
daughter did work at Howard
University.
Sojourner Truth was the black
version of Johnny Appleseed,
which is ironic to myself, since I
remember hearing countless, useless stories about some guy who
planted apple seeds all over Ohio. I
think my life would have been better served learning instead about
the woman who set out with only
25 cents in her pocket in 1843,
spreading the truth about slavery
and the oppression of women
instead of some guy who made a
few apple trees grow. I mean, I
doubt a president like Abraham
Lincoln invited ol' Johnny to the
White House.
Ida Wells-Barnett was a powerful women's suffragist in the late
19th century, successfully suing a

railroad for removing her from a
segregated ladies' coach. Speaking
out for the black children who were
living in poor conditions in local
schools and taking up an antilynching crusade, she went as far as
to Chicago's World Fair in 1893 and
was one of two African American
women who signed the call for the
formation of the NAACP.
Jessie Fauset and Zora Neale
Hurston were both well-known
writers during the Harlem
Renaissance. Fauset spent time as
the literary editor and managing
editor of the NAACFs journal, The
Crisis, following in the footsteps of
W.E.B. DuBois, later going on to
write more novels than any other
black writer from 1924-1933.
Hurston, on the other hand,
enjoyed immense popularity and
success before World War II, writing about the positive side of black
Americans. But despite this, it took
Alice Walker years to locate her
unmarked grave years after she
died penniless and alone.
So mixing Valentine's Day and
Black History Month can produce
some pretty odd results. Maybe
find yourself a fat batch of
unknown facts about women out
there, hiding out in covered-up history, waiting for someone to discover them and finally give them the
appreciation and love they deserve.
Brian Taylor is a weekly columnist
for The News Send comments to taylob@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

EDITORIAL
Unfortunately, good academic advice isn't guaranteed at this University. We know this because of the
horror stories, and the general disaffection students
express about their advising.
Because the University requires us to follow strict
academic paths to graduate, it is obligated to give us
the tools to stay on and excel on these path. This is
impossible without getting students involved with
good advisors.
Good advice is essential for student's academic
peace of mind. While it may be nice to let the student
determine how involved she will be with her advisor,
the advisor must make an effort to be more than just
-i paperwork assistant. An advisor is a tremendous
asset, helpful in graduating on time, getting an
internship, getting recommendations, explaining
career choices and so on. The counselor has the ability to help students maximize their time here. Who
else will suggest good classes, volunteer opportunities and show a student how to utilize the resources
here at BGSU?
Common sense says that every member of this faculty has the ability to give good academic advice.
The University can insure than all advisors are competent so that students don't miss requirements, prerequisites and all the loopholes and tricks it takes to
graduate on time.
But we also know that some advising experiences
are better than others. An ambitious student can get
what he or she wants out of an advisor. But the advisor, trusted with something as important as guiding
a student's education, has an obligation to get to
know all of their students so that mistakes don't happen and opportunities are seized. Students can't be
left out. Advisors must keep them connected,
because no one else will.
Penny Brown
Tony Cavallario
Tom Denk, Eric Kuebler
Denise Domanski
Ryan Johnson
Stephanie Schneider

.
.
.
.
.
.
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Christianity, history and Star Wars
Over Christmas break, I received
the special edition Star Wars trilogy.
My mother asked me how I could
watch these movies so many times.
I realized that she doesn't get it.
In my mind, Star Wars is a more
proper myth than Christianity.
Now before you Jesus lovers out
there hang the "INRI" sign above
my head, allow me to express what
I mean by this statement. Both of
these myths contain archetypes that
are symbols of a coming of age, a
confrontation of evil the overcoming of evil, and the restoration of a
good and moral order. Both of
these myths follow the same basic
plot.
The late mythologist, Joseph
Campbell (my first master), stated
that if a myth needs to be
explained, then it isn't a proper
myth for the society. If the symbols
of the myth must be explained to
the brain, then the myth is no
longer functioning properly in
putting the individual and the society in touch with the deep mystery
that is the source of life. I don't
mean mystery in sense of: "Shut up
and believe it!" But rather in the
sense of: "Look how everything is
connected and yet damn, if s all different!"
The symbols of Christianity still
speak to some people on a deep

\

level and do open them up to this
mystery. I envy that ability to
accept things at face value. But
there are others of us who are confused. If we are to believe our
mythological metaphors as historical facts, then if s important to ask
questions like: "If Jesus physically
ascended to Heaven, even at the
speed of light (186,000 miles/second), then he wouldn't even be out
of our own galaxy not to mention
the hundred billion other galaxies
out there. So are we to take this
ascension to be a historical fact that
actually happened? Or is it a
metaphor referring to an inner psychological ascension of the human
animal into a spiritual being (the
second birth)? If I am to believe
that these events actual, occurred,
then how do I account for this

dilemma?
Perhaps instead of a historical
event, the story of the death and
resurrection of Jesus Christ is a literary masterpiece that contains
archetypes that are symbolic of psychological energies of consciousness
which deeply touch the human psyche.
The myth of Christianity was
composed in an entirely different
environment that North America.
It was composed with an entirely
different science and cosmology.
There is a vast difference between
the science of A.D. 100 and the science of A.D. 2000.
So in the literary sense the two
myths of Star Wars and Christianity
are comparable. In my opinion.
Star Wars is a more proper myth
than Christianity (FOR TODAY'S
SOCIETY)! They are both wonderful stories, which represent decent
moral values that human beings
must learn in order to live in a society together, but Star Wars is closer
to the mark of accounting for the
scientific gap which Christianity
lacks.
The real test for a myth is how it
affects your life. When I was
younger and forced to go to
Church, I remember the preacher
rambling on about the death of
some man on a cross two thousand

years ago. And even at the age of
five, I remember thinking, "What
does this have to do with me? How
does a man who died two thousand
years ago protect me from being
shot in the head as I walk down the
street?" The truth is that he doesn't. A mythological icon cannot
stop physical actions, but it can
have bearing on the psychology of
individuals as they relate to each
other in reality.
Sitting in church left me feeling
cold and distanced from any communion with the mystery of life.
But Star Wars opened up a new
world to me, it showed me morality
and evil. In retrospect, many years
later I was able to look back at the
myth of Christianity and see the
same archetypes displayed in history of Jesus. My appreciation for
the gospels has grown, but if s still
only a story with good moral teachings. To me the miracle of life is
being able to speak to another
human being and carry on a communication about existence. The
stories /e create, tell and pass on
become tomorrow's history. So the
question is: "What history do you
want to pass on to your children?"
Joshua Minton is a gutst columnist
for the News. Comments can be sent to
jminton@bgnet,bgsu.edu or to 210
West Hall.
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If you see (visitors)
around, make them
feel welcome. Say
hello or just smile.
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Cecilia Born
assistant director of admissions

OHIO Weather

MONDAY
MEMORIES

Monday, Feb. 16
AccuWealher" forecast for daytime conditions and high temperatures
MICH

Sara Guilfoyle
Freshman
Elementary Ed.

Bryan Britton
Freshman
Sport Management

"My boyfriend's
roommate came In
screaming at 4 a.m.
about how good I
smelled."

"My girlfriend
bought me something kinky."

A look at The News
headlines from the past:
SEPTEMBER

15.1982

BOMB BLAST KILLS LEBANON'S PRESIDENT-ELECT
BEIRUT. Lebanon-- President-elect Bashlr Gemayel was killed
Tuesday in a bomb blast that shattered his ChrisUan Phalange
Party headquarters in east Beirut.

OSCAR-WINNING STAR, PRINCESS
GRACE DIES
Showers T-storms Rain

Flumes

Snow

Ice

Sunny Pi. Cloudy

MONTE CARLO, Monaco - Princess Grace, who gave up her
career as Oscar-winning film star Grace Kelly for a storybook marriage to Prince Rainer of Monaco, died Tuesday night of injuries
suffered in an auto accident.

Cloudy

Via Associated Press GraphicsNel

Today's
Question:
"What's your
best or worst
Valentine's
Day story?"

Katie Rumer
Freshman
Nursing

Col an idea for ■ "People
on Ihe Street" queation? Enaail ua at
"bgnrwatbgnet.bgni".

"Valentine's Day is
my birthday, and
on my 16th birthday my parents
took me out and
bought me roses."

Amy BanSenior
Psychology

Brooke Hoffman
Freshman
Nursing

"When 1 had five
people send me
stuff when my
boyfriend was over
and none of It was
from him."

"My ex-boyfrtend
was In a car wreck
and almost died on
Valentine's Day."

HERPES AFFLICTS MOST PEOPLE

TODAY'S
WEATHER

Ninety percent of all Americans have been exposed to herpes, in
the form of mouth blisters, by the time they are young adults, said
Dr. Janice Lloyd, medical director of the Student Health Center.

SHORT-CIRCUIT INCIDENT IN
BROMFIELD

Today:

Tuesday:

Chilly with rain

Light rain early, but
otherwise cloudy-

Electrical short in Bromfield caused by faulty refrigerator: blew
four outlets and caused damage to electrical appliances.

High: 41

High: 45

Each Monday this semester. 'Monday Memories' looks back at BO Newt headlines from the past.
Today, we took at Sept. 15.1982.

Low: 35

Low: 36

"Upcoming Events" is a service to our readers borrowed daily via tbe University web page. The caidendar of
events on tbe web page has a more complete listing of events and can be accessed through ~www.bgsu.edu*'.

UPCOMING EVENTS
Monday, 2/16/98
Presidents Day (9 a.m.)
Various locations. High
school juniors and seniors
visit BGSU. see the residence
halls, meet faculty and tour
campus. Call (419) 372-2086
for more information.
Candy Sale fundraiser (10
a.m. - 2 p.m.)
Education building.
Sponsored by Alpha Sigma
Phi. The sale will include regular and peanut M&M's.
Runts. Jaw breakers and
candy bars!
Public Skating (12:45
p.m. - 2:45 p.m.)
Ice Arena. For more information, call 372-2264.
Effi Briest (8:15 p.m.)
Gish Film Theater.

Tuesday, 2/17/98
Internet Use for BGSU
Personnel (Macintosh) (9
a.m. - Noon)
BGSU. Specifically
designed to familiarize the
BGSU community with the
functionality provided through
their networked computer,
this class examines the applications of e-mail and web
browsers. Part of the Desktop
Technology Project. Free. For
more information, call
Continuing Education.
International & Summer
Programs. 372-8181.
RAK: National Random
Acts of Kindness Day (9
a.m. - 3 p.m.)
Education building. RAK
will be giving away cookies,
coffee and morel

Pizza Hut coupon
fundraiser (11 a.m. - 2
p.m.)
Union Foyer. Sponsored by
Circle K.
Intervarsity Christian
Fellowship praise and
worship (Noon - 11 p.m.)
Union Ballroom.
Panhel Council Spring
Fest ticket sales (Noon 3 p.m.)
Union Foyer.
HSA Massage Workshop (7
pm)
Compton Activity Lounge.
Bring a pillow, wear comfy
clothes and get ready to relax
as the Honors Student
Association teaches you great
massage techniques.
Unity Spring '98 (7 p.m. -

9:30 p.m.)
Union Ballroom. Gather
with other Christians from all
over campus to praise and
worship under one name, the
name of Jesus Christ.

Planetarium Show (8
p.m.)
Planetarium. Alphabet
Universe: the Best of Space
from A to Z. $1 donation suggested.

Keys to Successful
Investing (7:30 p.m. 9:30 p.m.)
Room 2. College Park.
Cover fundamental financial
terms and characteristics of
various types of Investments
while learning to choose
investments which will enable
you to reach your goals. Meets
Tuesday through March 3.
Fee. For more information,
call Continuing Education.
(419)372-8181.

Wednesday, 2/18/98

Student Jazz Combos (8
p.m.)
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore
Musical Arts Center. Free.

Desktop Skills for BGSU
Personnel (PC) (9 a.m. Noon)
BGSU. Specifically
designed to familiarize the
BGSU community with the
functionality provided through
their networked computers,
this class will focus on file
management, word processing
and spreadsheets. Part of the
Desktop Technology Project.
Free. For more information,
call Continuing Education,
International & Summer
Programs. (419) 372-8181.
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Are you fed up with rental
agencies that treat you like
your just a check?
COME JOIN OUR
RENTAL FAMILY!
Newlove Realty
Rentals

323 5. Main St.
352-5620
(our only office)
Come visit our office to pick up your
free brochure of over 400 apartments,
houses, and duplexes in many locations

pi

Monday,Tuesday <£
Wednesday Only!

Item

$9.00

"•op r«

*"

Extra cheese and Items available al an additional charge. Please mention
special when ordering. Expires 5-6-98

Call Now for Free Delivery!*

GKTOF

j*\l\(** Af*C\

4 COMP4MV*

352-3080

"Limited Delivery Area. Minimum order required I
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,
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400 Napoleon Road 352-9135
Mon. -Fri. 9-5 Sat. 10-2
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WIRE WATCH
News
Digest
compiled from wire reports
LSD

University student's drug sentencing postponed
A University student's sentencing for LSD trafficking was
postponed, Friday
Ryan J. Roberts, sophomore education major, was found guilty
in December of trafficking LSD, after police discovered SO units
of the substance in his dorm room in January, 1996.
Robert's attorney, James Godby, asked Judge Charles Kurfess
for a continuation until Roberts could undergo a pychological evaluat ion. He granted the continuence until April 6.
■ LOVE

Sharon Stone decides to tie the knot for the
holiday
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. -- Sharon Stone made it easy to remember her anniversary by getting married on Valentine's Day.
The 39-year-old actress, who stars in the new Barry Levlnson
thriller, "Sphere," exchanged vows Saturday night with San
Francisco newspaper editor Phil Bronstein, her publicist said
Sunday.
The Valentine party at her home hadn't been announced previously, and no details of the ceremony were made public in the
brief news release by Cindi Berger of the PMK agency.
Stone starred with Michael Douglas in the 1992 box office hit.
"Basic Instinct." Bronstein, 47, is executive editor of the San
Francisco Examiner.
She was co-producer and starred in the Western "The Quick
and the Dead" in 1995 and in "Casino" with Robert De Niro the
same year.
■ MILITARY

Britain
LONDON - Trying to drum up support for a military strike
against Iraq, Britain and the United States have been publicizing
what's in the arsenal of chemical and biological weapons Saddam
Hussein may be hiding.
Iraq still may possess Scud-type missiles with chemical and
biological warheads, more than 2,000 gallons of anthrax, 31,000
chemical warfare munitions and more than 600 tons of material
to produce the deadly VX nerve agent, Britain warned last week.
The figures were based on material gathered by U.N. weapons
inspectors.
Defense Secretary William Cohen warned earlier this month
that the Iraqis are growing hundreds of acres of castor beans not to make castor oil but to extract a deadly toxin, ricin.
And he quoted the former director of Iraqi Intelligence, who
defected, as saying that some Iraqi missiles had anthrax-filled
warheads.
"So for the Iraqis to say 'we have no chemicals or biologicals,
we are not engaged in producing these types of weapons of mass
destruction,' I think once again has proven to be a lie," Cohen
said.
■ CLINIC BOMBING

Agents trying to coerce material witness to testify
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. - After two weeks of fruitless searching
for a man they called a material witness, authorities Saturday
officially made him a suspect in the nation's first fatal bombing
of an abortion clinic.
Federal agents also offered a $100,000 reward in the case and
pleaded with Eric Robert Rudolph, 31, to turn himself in.
"We are concerned about the situation for everyone involved,
including Eric," said Jim Cavanaugh, an Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms agent. "This would be a lot easier on everyone involved
if he would contact us and come in."
Rudolph's truck was spotted near the New Woman All Women
Clinic in Birmingham on Jan. 29, the morning an explosion killed
an off-duty policeman working as a security guard and critically
injured a nurse.
U.S. Attorney Doug Jones announced the change in status for
Rudolph during a news conference in Birmingham. Rudolph
faces charges with using an explosive device to damage a building, which carries a penalty of life in prison or death.
■ DRUG USE

Clinton
WASHINGTON -- President Clinton and House Speaker Newt
Gingrich sparred over drug policy in separate radio addresses
Saturday, the president laying out plans to reduce illegal drug
use by SO percent in the next decade, the speaker ridiculing the
proposal as a "hodgepodge of half-steps and half-truths."
Gingrich said he will press a resolution in the House urging
Clinton and White House drug policy chief Barry McCaffrey to
withdraw the plan, which he described as "the definition of failure."
"In the Civil War it took just four years to save the Union and
abolish slavery," Gingrich scoffed.
In his weekly radio address, the president said although the
number of Americans using drugs has fallen by SO percent since
1979, it should be cut in half again over the next decade.
But before outlining his proposal, Clinton stressed that the
fight against drugs "must be waged and won at kitchen tables all
across America."

Editor-in-Chief
Darla Warnock
372-6966

Youth suicide target of introduced bill
The Associated Press

AKRON, Ohio -- An Ohio lawmaker has introduced a bill that
would establish a commission to
investigate problems and develop solutions for youths considered at-risk for committing
suicide.
The Commission on Youth and
Suicide would target all young
people under emotional stress,
including those with eating disorders and those with drug and
alcohol addictions.
It also would look into the problems of homosexual youths, who
are typically thought to be high
risks for suicide.
State Rep. Jack Ford of Toledo,
who introduced the legislation
last week, understands the pressures youths face. The Democrat
established and operated a drugtreatment program for 13 years
in Toledo before being elected to
the House in 1994.
The bill has bipartisan support,

with about 25 co-sponsors, Ford
told the Akron Beacon Journal
for a story Sunday.
Ohio is not the first state to
look for ways to reach out to its
suffering children, but it is unusual for legislation to include gay
youths as a target group, Ford
said.
He said that provision of the
bill came in response to a series
by the Akron newspaper about
the inner turmoil of many gay
children. The series profiled 13
homosexual youths in the AkronCanton area, most of whom had
tried to take their own lives.
"I heard a desperate cry for
help from our gay and lesbian
youth," Ford said. "We really
don't have any resources in the
state to deal with that issue."
In 1996, 24 states had commissions or task forces focused on
preventing adolescent suicide,
according to a recent study by
Arlene Metha, professor emeritus of counseling psychology at

Former cheerleader jailed,
friends plan rally in support
The Associated Press

MEDINA, Ohio - A 17-year-old
former cheerleader convicted in
the death of her newborn son is
upset over jail but remains hopeful of an appeal, her father said.
"She's upset as hell, but she's
hanging in there," Mark Iacona
of nearby Granger Township
said of his daughter, Audrey, who
was convicted Friday.
"She's scared; she's upset," he
told The (Cleveland) Plain
Dealer. "We can only see her
through glass, so although you're
dying to hug her, you just can't."
The girl's mother, Angela Iacona, said the family was coping
with her conviction.
"We're fine," Mrs. Iacona told
the Akron Beacon Journal in an
interview published Sunday.
"People have been in and out and
the phone has been ringing all
day."
Their daughter was convicted

of involuntary manslaughter, endangering a child and the abuse
of a corpse in the death of her
prematurely born baby boy. She
was sentenced to eight years.
Friends of the family have
scheduled a candlelight prayer
vigil Monday evening in Medina
Public Square, across from the
courthouse where she was convicted.
The Iaconas said they hope the
rally will help in their request for
a new trial for their daughter.
Mark Iacona said his daughter
deserves a new trial, but he said
that the vigil wasn't meant to
exert pressure. "This really Isn't
a protest we've started. I'm depending on everyone to be compassionate and fair."
The Iaconas talked to their
daughter twice Saturday and
visited her at the jail during the
weekend.
"Just to look at her it's obvious
she doesn't belong there," her

The Associated Press

DAYTON, Ohio - Editors at the
University of Dayton campus
newspaper are threatening to sue
the school over its policy of withholding from student reporters
key information in campus crime
reports.
But university officials say
they are simply following a federal law that requires the school
to protect the privacy of its students.
Lisa Morawski, editor-in-chief
of the Flyer News, and managing
editor Jeff Brogan said the campus police department's practice
of blacking out names, addresses
and other information on the copies of crime reports given to the
newspaper prevents the News
from doing its job.
"We want to be as accurate and
timely as we can," Brogan said.

The controversy represents
the latest installment in a growing number of public-records
disputes involving universities
across the nation.
A similar case at Miami University in Oxford went to the
Ohio Supreme Court. The justices' decision favoring disclosure - a ruling that goes against
the federal privacy law - led to
the U.S. Department of Education Department to sue Miami in
federal court on Jan. 22 to try to
block the release of names and
other personally identifiable information.
A federal judge is expected to
decide next month whether the
disputed information can be
released.
The 1974 federal Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act
prohibits public or private universities from releasing educa-

19 days until

Lawyers plan to ask Tuesday
for a new trial. Defense attorney
Richard Marco said the prosecution withheld evidence of a
blood test by the Cuyahoga
County Coroner's Office that
would have showed a possible
cause of death, the presence of
streptococcus in the baby's
blood.
The prosecution said it sent the
information to the defense when
it became available. A deputy
coroner testified there was no
evidence of an infection in the
baby and said the blood sample
must have been contaminated.

tion records that identify students without the students' permission.
Schools that violate the provision face the potential loss of
federal funds, such as student financial aid and research money.
But a later amendment to the act
seemed to specifically exempt
campus police records from the
privacy protection.
UD's status-as a private Institution with a police force that has
its own authorization independent of other law-enforcement
agencies complicates the Issue,
said John Hart, the school's director of legal affairs and university attorney. So does the fact
that UD's police records are used
not only for law enforcement, but
also for student disciplinary
hearing purposes.

G Break

pens, they will see what they've
found throughout the country that gay and lesbian youth are
at higher risk."
Others had reservations about
the bill.
Bob Bender, associate director
of the Akron Child Guidance
Center, cautioned that programs
dealing with troubled children
walk a Tine line.
"There is some research that
says educating children about
the warning signs of suicide ...
may actually have a paradoxical
effect and increase the likelihood
that a child will act out on some
self-destructive impulse," he told
the Beacon Journal.
But Bender added that the bill
needed the gay-youth component.
"I would agree that not only
schools but all of us probably are
under-attentive to the special
sorts of challenges or pains that
gay children go through," he
said.

Tyson's
records
rescued
The Associated Press

PLAINFIELD, Ind. -- When
Mike Tyson was serving time
here for a rape conviction, reporters fell all over themselves
trying to find out what life behind bars was like for the former
boxing champion.
Three years after Tyson's
release from an Indiana prison,
the truth can only now be told:
Tyson ate a lot of Little Debbie
snack cakes.
That's one of the tidbits about
Tyson's time in the Indiana
Youth Center contained in dozens
of prison documents rescued
from an uncertain fate by state
archivist F. Gerald Handf ield Jr.
They run the gamut from Tyson's commissary purchases to
adoring fan letters. There's also a
respectfully worded letter from
Tyson asking prison officials to
remove the time added to his sentence after he violated prison
rules.
After "some initial adjustment
problems, everything has gone
exceptionally well," Tyson
wrote. "I humbly request that
you consider this request."
Convicted in 1992 of raping
Miss Black America contestant
Desiree Washington, Tyson spent
three years at the Plainfield
prison just west of Indianapolis.
He has a home in Southington,
Ohio.
Just prior to Tyson's March,
199S, release, Handfleld learned
prison officials were weighing
whether to shread the documents. They fretted that they
might be stolen by offenders or
prison employees tempted by the
big bucks the documents would
fetch on the sports memorabilia
market.
Alarmed, Handfield, who is director of the Indiana Commission
on Public Records, contacted the
Indiana Department of Correction. He offered to take the Tyson
documents off their hands and
preserve them for posterity.
DOC officials agreed and today
the documents are preserved in
the Indiana State Archives, filed
between pieces of acid-free
cardboard.

Gain Practical
Experience!'

Cutting fat may not help heart

I

father said. "The prison garb Is
six sizes too big and she shuffles
her feet because her shoes dont
fit The place Is for adults. She
doesn't belong there. But she
seems stable. I think she's taking
some solace in the fact that we're
not done yet."

Editors upset with records policy

■ FAT INTAKE

PHILADELPHIA - The often repeated advice that everyone
should eat less fat and more carbohydrates is coming under challenge.
New research finds that cutting fat levels much below the typical American diet probably won't lower the risk of heart disease
for the majority of adults, and it might even increase the hazard
for some.
On average, fat makes up 34 percent of the calories in the
American diet, and this is already close to the level recommended by major health organizations. The American Heart Association suggests that 30 percent or less of calories should come
from fat.
Nevertheless, "there Is a movement toward even further fat
restriction," said Dr. Ronald Krauss of the Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory at the University of California.

Arizona State University. But
only a couple targeted gay
youths, she said.
The suicide rate among the nation's young people has quadrupled in the last four decades. Suicide is now the third-leading
cause of death among those aged
15-24, behind accidents and
homicides, according to the
American Association of Suicidology.
In Ohio, 887 people age 21 or
under killed themselves between
1990 and 199S, state records
show.
Judy Maruszan, outreach coordinator for the Lesbian/Gay
Community Service Center of
Greater Cleveland, said she was
excited about the potential impact of a youth-suicide commission.
"At first glance, it looks great,"
she said after reviewing the legislation. "And I think if they really do look at the Issues and problems and why it (suicide) hap-

Don't Just
sii therel
Stop In today for
a complete 1998/1999
apartment listing.

RE Management
next to K InkciH

CaltQfaw!

35S-9&02
\

113 Railroad St.
Open Mon thru Prl
8:00am • 6:00pm
Sat 10 • 3

The Student Alumni Association is holding an Extern Experience informative
meeting on Tuesday, February 17 at 9:15
p.m. in 101 BA. Extern Experience is a
great way to gain practical work experience in your major field of study. Be
matched up with a BGSU alumni over
spring break, during the summer, or
arranged times during the semester.
Invite your friends! Sponsored by
Student Alumni Association (SAA).
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Society rejects animal organs
The Associated Press

PHILADELPHIA - Science
may be ready to transplant animal organs into humans before
society is ready to accept the
procedure, according to a San
Francisco man who was grafted
with the bone marrow of a baboon.
Jeffrey Getty, an AIDS patient,
said his health improved markedly after he received an experimental transplant of baboon bone
marrow, but he found that people
were horrified at the idea.
"We're not ready to have part
human, part animal people walking around," Getty said Saturday.
"There is some deep-seeded
psychological barrier against it."
Getty, speaking at the national
meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science, said his experimental
transplant of baboon bone marrow was an attempt to place
within his body a partial animal
immune system that is resistant

to the virus. For a time, it seemed
to work.
"I did get better, but we don't
know if that was because of the
baboon bone marrow," he said.
"We couldn't find baboon DNA
(genes) in me after three weeks.
It apparently was rejected."
What he did find was a visceral
reaction against the transplant
by many people. He said he endured jokes, angry comments
and signs of revulsion.
"We react on a subconscious
level to the thought of people who
are part animal," said Getty. "I
don't know where it is coming
from."
He calls the December, 1995,
baboon transplant a success because it proved that the procedure could be performed safely.
"That was a good sign because
that means that one day technology will allow, people to have
animal organs," he said.
Getty said the baboon transplant was a last ditch effort to
combat his HIV, a disease he has

had for 18 years. After the transplant, Getty said his viral load,
the amount of HIV virus in his
blood, dropped to zero and his
immune system got stronger.
In the last few months,
however, Getty said his condition
has gotten worse and he now is
taking experimental anti-viral
drugs.
Dr. Suzanne T. Ildstad, a transplant surgeon at the Allegheny
University of the Health Sciences, said that Getty is pioneer in
xenotransplantation, the transfer
of animal organs into humans,
that eventually may be the only
solution for people who need new
hearts, kidneys and livers.
Ildstad said that the number of
human donor organs has remained about the same 1988,
while the need for such transplants continued to grow.
"Three hundred thousand
Americans, candidates for transplants, die every year without
even getting on the waiting list,"
she said.

Hotel houses pageant history
The Associated Press

ATLANTIC CITY, NJ. - Finally, Miss America has a good
home to call her own. More importantly, perhaps, she has a
place to :".how off.
The world's most famous
beauty pageant, which for 75
years had no identifiable headquarters in its home city, has
taken up residence in the new
Sheraton hotel next to the new
Convention Center.
It might as well be called the
Miss America Hotel, for it has
display windows filled with Miss
America Pageant memorabilia,
full-length glass cases containing
the gowns worn by winners and a
wall's worth of the custom-made
shoes worn by pageant contestants in the annual Miss America
Parade.
And it will soon have a crowning touch: A life-size bronze statue of longtime master of ceremonies Bert Parks holding a

crown under which visitors can
stand while posing for pictures.
For more than 40 years, the
pageant offices were housed in
the nondescript Arcade Building,
just off the Boardwalk in one of
the city's seamier sections.
It was anything but glamorous.
Neighborhood prostitutes used
the building's reflecting exterior
windows as mirrors when they
primped themselves between
appointments.
Two years ago, the pageant
moved into another office building across town while awaiting
completion of the $79 million,
15-story hotel.
Early this month, the pageant's
offices and its 16 full-time employees moved into its permanent home, with some 7,500
square feet of office space.
"There are thousands of people
who come here for conventions
and other events wanting to know
where Miss America is. They
were never able to see anything

unless they came on a certain
week in September," said Leonard Horn, chief executive officer
of the Miss America Organization.
Seven display windows on the
front of the hotel focus on
different aspects of Miss America's role as cultural icon and are
chock-full of pageant knick-knacks, photographs and other
items.
There's a lifesize cardboard
cutout of Lee Meriwether (the
1955 winner) as she appeared as
Catwoman in the TV show "BatThere's a Kellogg's Corn
Flakes cereal box with Vanessa
Williams (1984) on the front.
There's a three-dimensional
mockup of a 1950s-era Boardwalk parade made from enlarged
black-and-white photographs.
There's even a Miss America
Pageant Game, a board game
once produced by Parker Bros.

Visit us at the
Summer Job Fair -

Jumping

BC New. Photo by Amy Van Horn

Katie Bartling (left), a freshman Art Education major jumps on an air cushion with friends Tracie Berlin, a freshman Malh Education major and Kelly Collet, a freshmen dietetics major. The students took
part in "The Big Playground," an event planned to give students an alcohol-free alternative for weekend fun Friday.

KINDNESS"
Continued from page one.
by the cashiers, whenever the
timer goes off, whoever is standing in line to pay for their meal,
they will receive prizes. The
prizes will range from free meals
to giving away desserts and softdrinks.
"We enjoy doing this because
we like to do things that are postively outrangeous," Hoops said.
This is not the first time the
dining centers have done acts of
kindness for the students.
"Last year during Halloween, a
guy came in to one of the dining
centers dressed up in costume
and he won a free meal," Hoops
said.
Not only will the food services
be participating, parking and
traffic is donating cookies for the
event. Mary Jo Swanson, clerical
specialist for parking and traffic,
said she wants to show they care
about the students and to make a
more positive effect on the University.
Jerome Library will be provid-

ing free coffee and cookies in the
snack room, located on the first
floor in the library, from 2 p.m.
to 4 p.m. Linda Dobb, dean
of
the library, decided to take part
because it sounded like a good
idea since students are in there
all day long.
"It is a nice thing to do and I
wish we could do it everyday,"
Dobb said.
In addition to the library, parking and trafficking and dining
services, other places are contributing to the random act of
kindness day.
■ Myle's Pizza will be giving
away free pizza certificates.
■ Dairy Queen will be giving
away free ice cream products.
■ The Student Union will be
giving away free popcorn.
■ USG will have a table outside of the Education building to
spread the word of kindness in
which candy and flyers will be
handed out.
USG wants to get the word
across campus that they really do

will find
• Challenge
• Opportunity
• Variety

We are interviewing and hiring for career
opportunities. Do not miss out on your
chance to jump into the business world
with NORWEST FINANCIAL.
Join our team as
MANAGER TRAINEE-CREDIT MANAGER and you'll enjoy
• an intensive training
program on all
aspects ot running
a consumer finance
loan office

• learning credit
Investigation, loan
interviewing, loan analysis
and sales techniques
• learning collection problem-solving,
delinquency, and bad debt control
Out promote Irom within program allows you to assume a
branch management position in 3 years or less
We offer a compelitive salary program and superior benefit package,
plus a promotional increase when promoted to branch manager

\ Send (or FAX) resume to:
Kevin T. Creutz
i 5455 Airport Highway, Ste. 2 • Toledo, OH 43615
Phone#: 419-385-5325 • Fax#: 419-385-3673
I We can be found at: www.Norwssl.com and www.norwsstflnancial.com

tween Williard and Mercer is
closed between 9 a.m. and 11 am.
About 11 shuttles are scheduled to run with an added stop at
the comer of Ridge and North
College.
According to Megan and Mary
Beth, they know the University is
where they want to be and think
the preview day is a perfect opportunity to make the final decision.
"The campus and community
is a great place," Megan said.
"There's so many different people and a lot of opportunity."

(Too many to list)
Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes,
and Apartments

Stop into 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of complete
details and speak with our friendly staff!
354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
fOUM HOUSING
0»»0»Tu«iT»

(across from Taco Bell)

How Would
You Score?
/LSAf)(GMATi

• being responsible
for the "bottom line"

Immediate
Openings

PREVIEW
Continued from page one.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS

March 3rd in the Union!
What could be better than having a
job lined up before graduation?

care about the well-being of students and want to be associated
with the students, said Russell.
"I hope that others will spread
the word about random acts of
kindness on this day, but people
really do not need a reason to be
nice," Russell said.

MCATKfeRA
Take a Free Test Drive
and find out!

LSAT, GMAT & MCAT -10 to 2pm on campus
CPA - Feb. 21st 10 to 2pm at Toledo Kaplan Canter
Call Today to reserve your seat!

NORWEST FINANCIAL

KAPLAN

1-800-KAP-TEST
www.kaplan.com

'Course names are registered trademarks of their respective owners
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Military strike on Iraq
subject of OSU meeting
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS - Three top officials in the Clinton administration are expected to come to Ohio
State University to build public
support for a possible military
strike on Iraq.
Details were being worked out
for a visit Wednesday by Secretary of State Madeleine Albright,
Defense Secretary William Cohen and White House National
Security Adviser Sandy Berger,
the U.S. Department of State said
Friday.
The three are to make brief
speeches and answer questions
from the audience, the day after
President Clinton Is to address
the nation from the Pentagon.
The United States is threatening to use force unless Iraqi
President Saddam Hussein gives
unconditional access to U.N.
weapons inspectors.
"Surely, Ohio is the heartland
of the country so it was an obvious choice," a State Depart-

ment official told The Columbus
Dispatch for a story Sunday.
Arrangements for the session
were sketchy, but the meeting
probably will be Wednesday
afternoon, said Nancy Beck, a
State Department spokeswoman.
She said Cable News Network
might broadcast the meeting
live.
Albright has made it a goal to
better inform Americans about
policies, Beck said.
"She's been quite active in
traveling across the country to
discuss with the American people foreign policy issues," she
said.
The State Department contacted Ohio State officials Friday
afternoon about holding the
meeting there.
"I think it's a very important
form of public service that the
university can provide the country," said Richard Sisson, interim
OSU president. "It's important to
have debates on major publ'c issues.

Sisson said university officials
will release more information
Monday and Tuesday about the
gathering. He said the political
science department and the Mershon Center, a think tank that
specializes in international relations, will be involved.
Malcolm Baroway, executive
director of OSU's Office of
Communication, said, the forum
likely will be at the Fawcett
Center for Tomorrow.
"It's not going to be the type of
event that will draw thousands of
people," Baroway said. "It's an
event designed to communicate
with people in the national television and radio audience."
The Clinton administration has
enjoyed supportive crowds on
prior visits to the OSU campus.
The president spoke at St. John
Arena on Oct. 29,1996, just days
before his re-election.
Clinton also spoke at the Fawcett Center in 1995 during the
Midwest Economic Conference.

Mine-fooling devices unveiled
The Associated Press

AiaocUtcd Prvti phot*

Iraqi volunteers shout patriotic slogans in front of a portrait of Saddam Hussein after a military training
session Sunday. Iraq is still facing the threat of a U.S. military attack.

PANAMA CITY BEACH, Fla. Mines that Iraq planted in the sea
during the Persian Gulf War
nearly split the cruiser USS
Princeton in half and held an
American amphibious assault
force at bay.
Iraq, the Pentagon learned,
was better at laying mines than
the U.S. Navy was at clearing
them.
That experience sent the Pentagon in search of a more effective defense and Navy researchers say they now have the answer, a collection of devices with
relatives in medical technology

that they call ALISS, for Advanced Lightweight Influence
Sweep System.
"In mine warfare it's a cat-andmouse game," said project manager Robert Buhl at the Navy's
Coastal Systems Station near this
Florida Panhandle resort city.
"They've got a countermeasure
and we've got a countercountermeasure."
ALISS uses a powerful superconducting magnet and a highenergy underwater noisemaker
to fool "influence" mines into
exploding at a safe distance.
These are mines that sit on the
sea bottom and explode when
they detect the magnetic field or

sound of a target floating overhead.
ALISS is already installed on a
32-foot ship for demonstrations,
but until operational craft are
built -- possibly by 2005 - it's being kept on standby and hasn't
been activated for the current
confrontation with Iraq, Buhl
said. ALISS is designed to outwit
even the most advanced mines by
precisely mimicking the sound
and magnetic signature of intended targets.
To mimic the magnetic signature of steel-hulled ships, the
system uses a donut-shaped, fivefoot-diameter superconducting
magnet.
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"THE GATEWAY TO SUCCESSFUL
CAREERS IN THE 21st CENTURY!"
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For educators Only

Participate in roundtabte discussions about the diverse
range of careers and internships within the financial
services industry. Schedule on-campus interviews
with more than 10 major employers!
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Learn flow To:
Schedule Interviews for Teacher Job Fair
Write Outstanding Cover Letters & Resumes
Create a Winning Portfolio
Interview Like a Pro

It's not about -(our major, just four motivation!
All students and majors strongly encouraged to attend.
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Kent beats up BG

□ The Flashes take control of the MAC by
sweeping the Falcons.

T

Women's
Basketball

1
Kent
.72
Bowlin g Green .... .58

By JASON McMAHON
The BC News
The game wasn't pretty. The
result was even uglier.
Kent served a harsh notice to
the Bowling Green women's basketball team that the Golden Flashes are the best team in the MidAmerican Conference with a brutal 72-58 victory Saturday at Anderson Arena.
The win moved Kent to an impeccable 15-0 in the MAC (17-6
overall), while dropping BG to
13-2 in the league (18-5 overall).
Both of the Falcons' conference
losses have been to the Flashes,
who with three games remaining
are all but assured of a MAC East
championship and a No. 1 seed
for the MAC Tournament.
"This is one of the toughest L's
I've ever taken," said BG forward Char lot t a Jones, who let her
emotions show after the game.
The game was marred by 37
fouls and 39 turnovers by both
teams. The physical play began
with muggings underneath the

basket that spread throughout
the court.
"They just came in and beat us
up physically," said BG coach
Jaci Clark. "We allowed that to
happen."
Meanwhile, Kent's vaunted
full-court press forced the Falcons into some crucial turnovers.
BG handed the ball away five
times in a six-possession stretch
early in the first half, as the Flashes sprinted to a 12-point lead.
The Falcons battled back to
within three points at halftime,
an amazing feat considering
Jones and senior guard Sara
Puthoff - BG's two leading
scorers - had not contributed so
much as a Held goal.
Jones finished with 13, while
Puthoff only tallied nine points.
The output was more than eight
below her season average and
only the second time all year she
was held to single digits, as the
Flashes had her marked all day

long.
"She's such a good shooter that
you really can't let her loose at
all," said Kent coach Bob Lindsay. "I told our kids guarding her
that they just couldn't give her
any room."
With Jones and Puthoff virtually taken out of the game
offensively, the Falcons turned
to center Jacki Raterman. The
6-foot junior scored seven
straight points to cap an 11-0 BG
run that gave the Falcons a 40-36
lead early in the second half.
By the time Raterman had cashed in on a three-point play, the
Falcons had converted on seven
straight trips down the court.
"I told our team even before
the game started that somwhere
they were going to make a run,"
Lindsay said. "They're a good
team, they got great players and
they were at home. It was bound
to happen."
But Lindsay called a time-out
to stem the BG surge, and it all
fell apart for the Falcons.
BG turned the ball over on five
of its next seven possessions as
Kent mounted a 13-0 charge
fueled by guards Dawn Zcrman
• See BEATS UP, page nine.

Jones, Falcons need to keep heads high
The Bowling Green Falcons
certainly did not look like a 13-1
team during Saturday's 72-58 loss
to Kent.
But they didn't much resemble
a 13-2 team afterward, either.

MAC selection, to only two points
and no field goals.
Templin, who has three inches
on Jones, came into the game
averaging 15.3 ppg and left with
only a pair of free throws and a
golf ball-sized knot on her head
from the play down below.

The mood was almost one of
impending doom in the interview
room after the game, belying the
fact that the Falcons have an outstanding winning percentage of
.867 in the Mid-American Conference, second only to the Flashes.
Yes, they had lost the biggest
game of the year thus far. But
there will be bigger games.
Yes, they haven't been dominating the MAC like they did
early in the season. But they've
still been managing to win.
The entire Falcon team had just
suffered one of its toughest losses, but none took it harder - at
least no one let it show as much than Charlotta Jones.
The senior forward had just
spent 34 minutes on the court,
marking up 13 points and grabbing 11 rebounds.

BC Nrw§ Phot, by Jeremy Martin

BG forward Charlotta Jones lifts » shot over Kent guard Ashley Bland. Jones scored 13 points and
grabbed 11 rebounds, but the Flashes topped BG 72-58 to go 15-0 in the Mid-American Conference.

Yes, it was six points below her
average and she had been tallying 26.3 points over her last three
games.
Yes, she did miss six of her
eight shots from the floor and

scored nary a field goal in the
first half.
But she didn't have all that bad
a game - really.
Everyone knows Jones can
clean the glass. Standing only 5-9,
She has led the MAC in rebounding each of the last two years, and
is second only to Marshall's Kristina Behnfeldt this season.
Jones has forcefully proven
this season she can score, tallying
more than 19 points per game
heading into Saturday, good for
fifth in the MAC. She's shooting
an impressive 76 percent from
the free-throw line.
But the best part of her game
Saturday was on the defensive
end. Jones held Kent forward
Carrie Templln, a two-time All-

"If you told me before the
game that our best player would
score zero or two points and we
would win the game," said Kent
coach Bob Lindsay, "I would
think that would be pretty farfetched."
Lindsay had nothing but good
words for Jones and the Falcons
after the game, just like every
other coach the Falcons have
gone up against. Akron coach
Roxanne Allen called Jones the
MAC Player of the Year.
She should be. Sure, she struggled putting the ball in the basket
Saturday. But she kept it from going in at the other end as well.
And that's the mark of a great
player ~ one who doesn't let her
play at one end of the court affect
her at the other end.
It may have been hard to see,
but Charlotta Jones proved herself a great player Saturday again.

Short-handed icers earn weekend split
□ The BG hockey team
picks up a key win
against Miami on Saturday night.

By WILLIAM SANDERSON
The BG News
It must have been an incredible
surprise to Falcon right winger
Dan Price.
On the power play In the closing minutes of a 4-4 game with
Miami, MU goaltender Trevor

Prior's clearing attempt went
straight to him.
Price raced in all alone and
scored the game winner.
"Basically, I picked up the
puck, looked around and went
•Oh my God what's this guy doing?'" Price said. "I grabbed it
and it went in. Fortunately, I

faked him out and threw it upstairs."
Thanks in large part to Price's
heroics and a little luck. Bowling
Green beat Miami 5-4 on Saturday. The previous night, BG lost
a heartbreaker In overtime 3-2.
The game-winner on Saturday
completed a hat trick for Price.

With a goal and an assist against
Northern Michigan Friday, Price
had a five-point weekend.
The Falcons went into the
weekend with a number of injuries and it didn't get any better
after Friday.
After sustaining a hip pointer
in a game the previous weekend.

Brad Holzinger tried to make a
go of it Friday night. After a couple of shifts in the first period,
Holzinger couldn't continue. He
did not play Saturday.
With both Holzinger and Adam
Edinger out of the lineup, BG's
forward lineups had to be thrown
• See SPLIT, page nine.

WE'RE ALMOST FULL!!!
Sparta.

32 oz

Jars S 2.2 5

VoT

$1 Miller bottles
All Night!
TUB.: $1 Well Drinks
All Night!
WED: $1.50 Long Island
Ice Teas 4 Soulhpark
THU«: LADIES NIGHT
$1.50 Frozen
Margaritas
FPI:
Great Happy Hours
SAT & SUN: Open at Noon
Happy h.iur until 9pm
Free Popcorn
Everynight!
G«AT SANDWCrB &
APPETgPS

HAPPY HOLB EVBIYOAY
4PM - 9PM 300 E. WOOSTEB

354-4280

TONIGHT: Mama'* Pot ICoasl
Mixture of tup qiialiiv |M»i'fui*iiM'i*N un
Mumlnv \iyln
19 and Over Every Night

587 EHST MERRY
0UER SLEEP? NO WORRY CRMPUS IS ACROSS THE STREET
•Across from campus
•Large two bedroom
apartments
•Furnished
•Laundry facility in
building
•Extra storage
•Free water f> sewer
•9012 month leases
auailable
•Off street parking

no*

95% OCCUPANCY FOR SUMMER
-all 2 bdrm units summer only
$800
75% OCCUPANCY FOR FALL '98
- 2 bdrm apartments start at
$440/mo. for up to 4 people...
NEW CARPET, LINOLEUM & PAINT
WE PAY FOR YOUR HEAT AND WATER!!!

DON'T MISS OUT!!! CALL NOW!!!
NEWIPVE

&

Rentals

528 S. MR IN (QUB ONLV OFFICtl

I

Mid Am Manor
Charlestown Apartments &
Schmeltz Properties

641 Third St. Apt. 4 BG
3524380

352 - 5621

I
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at's on Tap

A look at the week ahead
in Bowling Green athletics

Time fr

Men's
Basketball
Women's
Basketball
Hockey

Gymnastics

BG News P»o«a by Jf rtmy Martla

BC's Louis Mass controls the puck in the Falcons' 3-2 overtime loss against Northern Michigan.

Time, Price is right
□ The Falcon junior's
big game couldn't have
come at a better time.
ByTODMcCLOSKEY
The BG News

When junior icer Dan Price's
suspension was lifted on Feb. 4,
the timing couldnt have been
any better.
With a full week of practice,
the well-rested Price scored four
goals over this past weekend, including a hat trick on Saturday as
the Falcons upset third-ranked
Miami, 5-4.
"He's got real confidence and
it's nice to have him back,"
freshman BG forward Chris
Bonvie said.
With a couple
of days of practice last week.
Price played
well in last
weekend's tie
and win at Notre Dame and
Western Michigan, respectively. But, this
Price
makes one wonder what the rest
of the season would have been
like if Price had been healthy.
Against Northern Michigan
and Miami, Price led the Falcons
in a barrage of scoring, something that had been lacking all
year. Prior to Saturday's game,
BG had not scored five goals
since the Jan. 2 overtime loss to
Northern Michigan.
As Saturday's game went on,
Price's influence and domination
wore down the RedHawks. Mia-

Northern Michigan .. .3
Bowling Green ... .err 2
Miami

4

Bowling Green

5

mi's coach, Mark Mazzoleni, said
they weren't focusing on Price
coming into the game - maybe
they should have.
Price, who got the first hat
trick of his career Saturday,
scored his goals in a continuous
fashion that gave BG confident
leads of 2-0, 4-2 and most importantly, 5-4.
At 18:28 of the third period.
Price stole a pass from Miami
goaltender Trevor Prior to give
the Falcons a victory over the
third-place RedHawks. The junior from Sarnia, Ontario also
provided help on the defensive
end blocking shots and on special
teams.
"We even started using him
killing penalties last night and
again tonight," coach Buddy
Powers said. "He responded with
a good effort, that's all we can
ask him to do."
Price did more than he was
asked to do. Of the seven goals
scored by BG over the weekend,
four were from Price as well as
an assist. Over the course of his
last ten games, he has scored one
point in at least nine. And despite
all of his success, Price is still
modest about his abilities and the
statistics.

Monday Night Action at
BCM/UNG GBEEN. OHIO

COME OUT AND JOIN THE RJNI
KARAOI<E PARTY

Though Price may be bashful
about his presence on the ice, it's
the coaches and teammates that
say the most about this 6-1 and a
half, 210 pound icer.
"Dan Price is a good hockey
player. I mean everybody knows
that," Powers said. "He's a big,
strong guy."
"He plays with a lot of confidence and that helps the rest of
us play hockey," Bonvie said.
"He likes to try that l-on-2 and
try to beat a couple guys."
Price has had a big influence in
the developing of this year's
freshmen crop. During Price's
suspension, the Falcons had a
tough time on the ice, compiling a
mere 2-8 record. Since Price's return on Feb. 4, the Falcons are
2-1-1, and the only loss being Friday 3-2 overtime loss to Northern
Michigan.
His leadership on and off the
ice has shown in the maturity and
performance of the freshmen.
"I think he's taught me that you
can be creative," Bonvie said. "I
think that's big for me as a
freshman because when you
don't get a whole lot of playing
time, you try to keep it real
simple. I have to play the game
creatively to be effective."
Price's creativity stems from
his natural instinct of where to
shoot the puck. He has totaled 9
goals and 13 assists this year, tying him for first with Adam
Edinger at 22 points.
"I just try and read the goalie,"
Price said. "If he's backed in, I'm
going to bury it, but If he's coming out on me then I'm going to
try to put a fake on him and go
fake him out."

Men's Tennis
Don't Miss: Men's and women's track teams host annual Falcon Invitational
WBGU - games on 88.1 FM

Falcons fall to Flashes
in second half, 71 -64
□ BG can't maintain a
halftime lead as it falls at
Kent.
By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM
The BG News

KENT - One thing was for certain after Bowling Green's 71-64
Mid-American Conference loss
at Kent Saturday.
With the lack of depth especially inside, Bowling Green can't afford to play catch-up.
After finishing the first half on
a 12-0 run to go up 34-26 at halftime, BG was in position to put
the game away or allow Kent
right back into the game in what
many coaches call the "crucial"
first five minutes of the second
half.
Unfortunately for the Falcons
(9-14, 6-9 MAC), the latter happened as Kent outscored BG 13-8
and trailed 42-39 with an official
timeout and 14:49 remaining.
"That was absolutely the key
part to me," said Falcon coach
Dan Dakich. "If they were able to
come back in it, it was going to be
a dogfight. But if we're able to
come out and take control when
that's the freshest we're going to
be, then they have to struggle the
whole half. That's tough to do."
BG's DeMar Moore agreed.
"No question," Moore said
about the second half. "We came
out nat. We weren't as aggressive as the first half. That really
hurt us. They got a lot of momentum going."
As to why the lack of aggressiveness, Moore was at a loss
when asked.
After that point, the Golden

$1 Cover Under 21

10 years after Dance Party
80-90's Dance Music ^

Now there's a
much better way!
It's vour choice...

DACOR
DACOR Computer Systems

IS

^"A*

Men's Basketball
Bowling Green
Kent

.64
.71

Flashes (11-14, 8-7 MAC) tied the
score once before grabbing a
53-51 lead with 6:40 remaining
following a John Whorton layup.
After BG's Dubrey Black
canned a 3-pointer, Ed Norvell
answered with a triple of his own
to give Kent the lead for good at
56-54 with six minutes remaining.
Bowling Green did cut the lead
down to 65-62 following two Tony
Reid free throws. Unlike
Wednesday against Akron, the
Falcons couldn't nail any treys as
the Golden Flashes would hit
6-of-8 free throws in the final
half-minute to seal the victory.
In the second half, Kent took
advantage of Falcons' depth
problem by attacking the basket
and going inside to Whorton, who
had 10 of his 14 points in the second half. Whenever Whorton was
doubled down low, he kicked it
out for wide-open jumpers.

What was more impressive was
his defensive play on Reid as
Waters pointed out. Reid entered
the contest averaging 17.8 points
per game. He was held to 10
points, including just two in the
second half.
The Falcons lost despite Kent
hitting just 15-of-28 free throws
for 54 percent including 13-of-24
for 54 percent in the second half.
The Golden Flashes entered the
contest last in the MAC shooting
at 60 percent. BG, en the other
hand, hit 14-of-19 attempts for 74
percent.
However, BG nailed just
8-of-23 field goal attempts for 35
percent, while Kent made
14-of-28 attempts for 50 percent.
Also, according to Dakich,
Kent was much improved from
the first game.
"When we first played them,
their defense was a lot softer,"
said Dakich "Their offense was
a lot easier to cover. Norvell was
a kid I thought a lot of In high
school. He came out and played
well throughout the entire second half."

The Falcons' Kirk Cowan led
"They were limited in person- all scorers with 19 points, while
nel," said Golden Flash coach Dave Esterkamp added 15.
Jose Davis had 17 points to lead
Gary Waters. "We knew that.
That's why we kept running Kent.
players at them. We knew they'd
BG will travel to Marshall
get Into foul trouble."
Wednesday night in attempt to
As a result, Moore and Jay avenge an earlier loss to the
Keys both fouled out, while Black Thundering Herd at home. This
and Reid finished with four each game is crucial if the Falcons
Norvell also had a big second hope to qualify for the MAC
half scoring 12 of his 15 points. Tournament.

FOX RUN APARTMENTS

UPTOWN
»7 50

BG News Graphic compiled by Scott Brown
'Source BGSU Sports Information

borne games shacied

Is this YOU trying to
connect to the Internet?

Monday Nights .
AtBigshotslO-2
$1 Cover Under 21

"It was a big game for everybody. I can't explain personally
because it's too much of a team
effort tonight," Price said when
asked about his hat-trick performance on Saturday. "It just so
happened that I got a couple of
goals."

Indoor Track

If*

519 W. Wooster St., Bowling Green, Ohio
352.3568
sales@dacor.net www.dacor.net
Technical consultant to numerous BGSU departments.
Member: Better Business Bureau
Bowling Green Chamber of Commerce
BG Downtown Business Association

I.

• 2 large bedrooms.
fully furnished or unfurnished
• 1 1/2 baths
• washer and dryer in each unit
> dishwasher and microwave
• walk-in closets, extra storage
> selt-defrost refrigerators
> self-cleaning range
. deadbolts for safety, patio doors

Clough

H Fox Run

s

McDonald's

E. Wooster

I

CAMPUS

CO

• gas heal • electric, central air •
• individually melered utilities •
• cable TV and phone in each room •
• fully insulated 6" walls '
• brick exterior and hallways •
• soundproofed • fireproofed •

Preferred Properties
530 S. Maple • Hours 8-4:30 • 352-9378

"Call-Well meet you there."
Free membership to Cherrywood Health Spa
(Indoor pool, whirlpool, sauna, lockar room, walgfil room, tanning)
No Parental Guarantees
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BG ends futility streak vs. EMU
□ The Falcons flip an
eight-year trend by topping the Eagles.

Eastern on the vault. BG did not
let up, as sophomore Lesley Malucci won the bars with a score of
9.600.
After competing in two events,
BG and Eastern were in a close
By DANIELLE OLESZCZUK
race. With such a tight contest,
The BG News
the last two events were crucial.
For the first time since 1990, ' The next rotation moved the
the Bowling Green gymnastics Falcons to the beam and Eastern
team beat Mid-American Con- to the floor.
Several of the BG gymnasts
ference rival Eastern Michigan
Saturday at Eppler Complex. The had falls off of the beam and
win came in the last home meet Eastern appeared to be competing solidly on the floor.
of the season.
The Falcons beat Eastern by a Coach Dan Connelly did not
score of 187.950 to 187.850. The worry though.
"It is not unusual to have falls
meet came down to the last
event. It was up for grabs and the on the beam, but we definitely
Falcons took advantage of it, need to be more solid," he said.
earning their first MAC win in The final rotation moved BG to
this tight contest against the Ea- the floor and Eastern to the
beam. At this point, the meet was
gles.
This meet was the first mat- up for grabs and it came down to
chup against Eastern for BG as- this last event.
Several of the Falcons posted
sistant coach Kim Miller. Miller
high
scores but the last competiwas a standout at Eastern last
year, earning AU-MAC recogni- tor, senior Erin Klingenberg, put
the Falcons over the top. Her
tion for her success with the Eagles. This, combined with not performance earned her firstplace honors on the floor with a
having beaten Eastern in eight
years, made this a big meet for score of 9.700.
"I was praying I would make
BG.
The Falcons began competition that routine," Klingenberg said.
on the vault with Eastern on the Coach Connelly was happy to
bars. Eastern competed very get a win, telling the girls, "This
well on the bars, but the Falcons is the begining of the rest of the
season."
were stronger on the vault.
Junior standout Jackie Haft
The Falcon gymnasts will meet
won the vault with a score of
up with Eastern Michigan again
9.675.
The gymnasts then rotated, next weekend at the Hobie Inviputting BG on the bars and tational in East Lansing, Mich.

SPLIT
Continued from page seven.

together.
With defenseman Mike Jones
still out, BG also played only five
defensemen.
"We had a pretty depleted
lineup," BG coach Buddy Powers
said. "I feel the guys really
played their hearts out."
While at times during the second and third period, Bowling
Green appeared to be hanging on,
they came out strong in the first
period.
The Falcons out.shot Miami
20-5 in the first 20 minutes. With
the exception of a Miami powerplay goal from Gregor Krajnc,
BG dominated the period.
On the first shift of the game.
Price hit the post on what he
thought was a goal. While it
wasn't, BG came right back the
next shift and scored on a B.J.
Adams goal from the slot.
Price scored his first goal of
the night at the 9:54 mark. While
on the power play, Dave FaulkBG Newi Photo by Amy V»n Horn
ner passed the puck through the
crease and Price one-timed it in
The Falcon gymnastic learn defeated Eastern Michigan 187.95 to the short-side of the open net.
"We lost it in the first period,"
187.85. It was the first time the team beat Eastern sine* 1990.
' Miami coach Mark Mazzoleni

BEATS UP

A Katerman jumper finally
stopped the bleeding, but the
dagger had already been imbedand Alana Bader. The Falcons ded into the Falcons' comeback
would get no closer than six the hopes. Raterman finished with a
rest of the way.
game-high 23 points on ll-of-16
"I thought we had the momen- shooting.
tum and were gonna keep it go"Jacki played very well. She
ing," Puthoff said. "But as soon stepped up and made some
as we had the lead, it was gone."
shots," Clark said. "To me, she
Continued from page seven.

was the only one who showed up
today."
The Falcons, who had a
14-game home winning streak
and had won their last eight
games, now close out the season
with Marshall, Ohio and Miami.

A minute later, Dustin Whitecotton brought Miami to within
one. His shot leaked past BG goalie Shawn Timm and sat on the
goal line. Falcon defenseman
Doug Schueller appeared to accidentally knock the puck into
the net.
The Northern Michigan game
Friday was a rematch of the last
truly poor game BG played.
Three weeks ago, Northern had
embarrassed Bowling Green 8-2
in the Ice Arena. This game was a
lot closer.
Halfway through the overtime
period. Northern defenseman
Bryan Phillips blasted a slap shot
from the point and rang it off the
post and in.
the Falcons earlier in the season,
while the RedHawks were the
first victim to a team that was
beginning to roll - a roll that has
since been lost.

"I think we need to start over
and get our mindset down,"
The Thundering Herd and the Jones said. "Something's not
Bobcats each threw a scare into right."

NEWLOVE REALTY

WEDNESDAY MARCH 25TH, 199©

836 Scott Hamilton

cP#
** ^
0r
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%ohtdo*>, 'Palact

• 2 bdrm unfurn Brick Duplex
• TWO BLOCKS from Campus.

s

850 Scott Hamilton

LENHART GRAND BALLROOM

V

*

■v

H
X

53o

FOLK ROCK
WITH HIGH
ENERGY
SONGS OF
FAITH

Iwt RENT VIDEOS • Loigesl Collection of
Spanish videos . Hundreds ot
Chkdrens Videos . Comedy

ANTONIO

7-.30PM

V

Alternative Clothing • Winter Wear
• Beaded/Hemp Jewelry • Imported
Clgore • Clove Cigarette* • incense •
Unique Candlet • TapsMtnN • Sicken
• Potters • 200* Tees • Patchwork
Pants • Ho» Glitter (gold * silver) &
others • Body Purifiers (100*
guarantee) • Hair Coloring

• 2 bdrm furn w/ central AC
• TWO BLOCKS from Campus
(CALL FOR MORE INFO)

NEWLOVE REALTY
RENTALS
328 S. Main Street
(our only office) ^^^^
352-5620

said. "It had nothing to do with
what happened in the third
period. We weren't ready to play
and that was obvious from the
onset."
A power-play goal gave BG a
rare two-goal lead early in the
second period. Craig Desjarlais
dug out a Curtis Valentine shot
from under Prior and jammed it
into the short side.

100th person thru the door that stays for the wnolc ^^
1^7 show will receive a $20 gift certificate for Easystreet >^4.
Ticket Sales Begin Monday. February 16th. 1998 In 330 Student Union. ^^

445 E. Woostor
(At the railroad tracks)
Mon-Sal: 11:30-9
Sunday 12-6 354-0176

I

FALL 1998 LEASING
Come sign up today!
UNITS GOING FAST!

DANIEIS NIGHT

CUND ARENA, CLEVELAND

Check It Out!

Fall 1998 Lists Now Available
•
•
•
•

Ridge Manor Apartments
Frazee Ave. Apartments
East Merry Ave. Apartments (522 Full)
Field Manor Apartments

Columbia Court Apartments
(903, 907, 915, 921,929, 935 Thurstin)
• 3 bedroom/2baths
• Furnished
• Close to Campus
Units#49-72 Newly Remodeled for Fall 1998 A/C,
New Carpet, and fireplaces

SpoNsoREd by

808 Frazee Avenue

Newly Constructed for Fallv 1998
3 Bedroom, Furnished, A/C & Fireplaces

Mercer Manor Apartments
One of BG's Newest Complexes
3 bedrooms/2 full baths, A/C, Fireplaces,
&Microwaves

CAVS.
FEbRUARy 2 5,

SIGN

19 98
CAME STARTS AT 7:50 PM
up FOR TickETs IN UAO OFFICE- 5?0
STUCJENT UNION FEb. 1 6-20
TickETs - $ 1 5.00

TlCkETS ANd TRANSPORTATION - $20.00
WE Will dEpART FROM BC AT 5 rOO
ANd RETURN TO BC AT 1 1 rOO
QUESTIONS? CAII

2-2 54 5

I

Greenbriar, Inc.
352-0717
Hours:

ifff^^KK.

Mon.-Fri. (9 a.m. - 5 p.m.)
r^
^T
Saturday (9 a.m. - 1 p.m.) GREENBRIAR, INC.

224 E Wooster

"

Bowling Green, OH
43402
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MANDATORY MEETING!
Attention Elementary Educator* Majors1'
Fa" 1998 Methods Registration Meeting
Tuesday. February 17
400-5:30p.m.
11S Education Building
Student Atumm Association
Extern Experience Informative Meeting'
Tuesday.Feb I7.9;l5p.m . 101 BA
Gain practical work experience in your
maior field ot study"
THIRD WISH
Folk Rook with high energy songs of faith
Wednesday. MArch 25th, 1996
9:00 p.m.
I en hart Grand Ballroom
$4 00 Bursar able
Ticket sales begin Mon. Feb 16th. 1998
available in 330 Student Union
Sponsored by UAO
Questions? Call 372- 7164

SERVICES OFFERED
CAMPUS EVENTS

Altenilon al 1999 Gradual•*
Applications lor the Beyond BG Scholarship
■re now available al the
Miieti Alumni Center. Financial Aid Olice.
and the office of Student Life

1 female rmmi needed June i st. 1998 thru May
31S1. 1999 Rent $170, Own room 352 7593
Megan or Hat!''.!
Female subieaser needed tor summer, May
10 Aug 15. $216 per month. Own room in
house Please call Jen at 373-0056.
Nederlands Praten with the Dutch
duo Mondays 6:30 m ShatzeJ Hall Basement Reading Room 113. All Welcome.
USG Elecsons
Applications tor Pres/V P. and Senate at large
are now available. Pick up one al USG office
Rm 404 Student Services Application deadline
is Tues. Feb. 17th © 5 pm For into, contact
USG office.

$1000's WEEKLY!! Stuff envelope* at home
for $2 00 each piue bonuses FT, P/T.
Make MOO* weekly, guarnteed! Free supplies For details, send one atimp to: N-H1.
1201 Wllahlre Blvd.. Suite 552. Loa Angeles,
CA 90025.
$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars
F-ee information Call 410347 1475

PERSONALS
ATTENTION SENIORS
Oo your professors really want you to have
every chance you can gel to succeed7
Why don't you check to see if they've
adopted you lor the Beyond BG Senior
Challenge

CAMPUS TANNING
1 month unlimited
$30 352 7889
Free embroidery
on any of our jackets
Not valid with any other offer
Collegiate Connection
531 Ridge.

Come K> Mardi Gras al the French House
An International Celebration of Carnivals
6-1 ip m. Thursday February 26th
Tickets ar* S3 BursaraWe
Call 372-2671 to order your ticket.

Free Embroidery
on any of our jackets
Not valid with any other offer.
Collegiate Connection
531 Ridge
HeyBGSU'
Revenge is sweet
Kappa Delta Jail N Bail
Is coming, so it's payback
time! Get ready for The
best time youll ever have
behind bars i'
Individually Unique Together Complete1
RUSH DELTA ZETA
Fro more info, call Jennifer @ 2-4800
ITS BACK.
ITS BETTER..
WATCH FOR THE'SIGNS'

IT'S BACK.
IT'S BETTER..
WATCH FOR THE 'SIGNS'

Make your impression over and over when you
design your own rubber stamper, art to slogans
etc details in our catalog of i000s of designs
$1. cash or stamps, to Lynn PO Box 29331
Chicago IL 68629

Tight On Funds?
$Z
Split it With a Friend &
Turkey Club Supermelt I
With the purchase ol
another Supermelt

Assistant Camp Director lor Camp Courageous, a residential summer camp tor people
with mental retardation $ developmental disabilities Position is live-In. Candidates must
have excellent supervisory & promem solving
skills Experience working with special populations required, degree preferred New gradu
ates welcome Summer employment only
Send resumes to University YMCA. 2066
»-OOK0.|'1-Hfl . loioooOH43b06

Coma Join our teem
Supporting Living Asst $7.36/hr
Home care workers A 7 06- J7.36. hr
HebUitatton Asst 16 65-hr
The Anne Grady corporation is seeking qualified applicants with a strong work ethic who
take pride in their work. Employment opportunities include Supported Living Asst, full time,
pan Pme. and substitute: Home Care Workers
include tuH-time, part-time, and substitute
Support Living Asst provide assistance to
consumers with mental disabilities who live in
dependentfy in the Toledo area Habitation
Asst. work directly with individuals who live m
the Anne Grady Center. Home Care Workers
provide asat to individuals living in a group
home setting. Expenence with working with lie
disabled: nursing home/home health expenence is a plus. Supported Living Asst. and
Home Care Worker, applicants must be able to
work independently: Must have a good driving
record and proof of auto ins* ance. ability lo
successfully complete CPP .-irst Aid certification. The Anne Grady corporation otters a
pleasant work environment and excellent
benefits tor full-time i *>d nan-time employees,
including insurance bt nefits. paid vacation and
sick time, holiday time, milege reimbursement.
If interested, please come to tie Anne Grady
Center to complete an application
Anne Grady Center
1525 Ebar Road
Holland. Ohio 43528
EOE

Earn up to 20-40/hr Sales aggressive student
needed to market/manage credit card promo
tions Fortune 500 company. Work your own
hours. No travel required. Call
1 800 645-9052
Fitness Instructors
Pan time positions available at Holiday Park
Fitness Club located m Perrysburg. OH. Potential prachcum or internship experiences available CaH Brian at (419)874-8442 tor more information

FREET-SHRIT
♦ $1000
Credit Card fundraisers for
fraternities, sororities A groups
Any campus organization can
raise up up $1000 by earning a
whopping W.00WISA application
Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65
Qualified callers receive
FREE T-SHIRT.

Asst Mng needed
Marco's pizza in BG.
Stan at $6 25/hr.(more w/ exp.)
Will work w/ class sohed (353 0044)

Brad Lowery
A must for the Young at Heart
Has had audiences rolling with laughter on
'Def Comedy Jam' and 'Showtime at the Apollo1 Friday, Fao20ih. 1998
7.00pm Lenhan Grand Ballroom
$2.00
Sponsored by UAO
Questions? Call 372-7164

FREE

WANTED

Pregnant?
Free Pregnancy Tests
Confidential and Caring
354 4673 BG Pregnancy Center

BEYOND BG

KAPPA DELTA PI MEMBERS
Meeting tonight at 9:15 in the little school
house. Presentation on portfolo development.
Please attend

"Spnng Break or Bust1 Need nde and sun 1PC
or 2PC • whichever 'its Pick me up at
wwwebswim.com"

HELP WANTED

Beyond BG

Having Trouble deciding upon a major?
Visit the College o' Technology Open House
Thursday. Feb. 19th.3-8pm
Discover the excellent education, career,
and compensation our graduates receive inArohitecture'tnvironmental design
Avianon Studies
Construction Management
E lectrontc Teoh notogy
Manufacturing Technology
Mechanical Design Technology
Technology Education
Visual Commuruation Technology

Touchleme & Sell Serve

$39 SPRING BREAK PACKAGE
Boardwalk Beach Resort
Panama City's Spring Break Headquarters
Only $39 per person, resrictions apply
1 •600-224-4853

IPCClub
Rssumt Workshop
ALL MAJORS WELCOME ii
Wsds Fsb 1ft
BA 1009 & 7:00pm

$^»5-J5i5-JS-S5-$5-J5-t5
$5 Haircuts by James from the Carousel Fed
16kT) A 17th(Mon ft Tues) 5pm-8pm Mac Wesl
Cow Room- NOAppts Necessary
• Support Dance Marathon ■

Now open SoulhSide Car Waah
993 S. M,iiiHbehind laundromat)

j&x

fm
s£-»J>

Blood Drive CoordinatorPart time paid coordinator tor Bowhng Green State University
Boodmobiles throughout me 98-99 academic
year. Responsibilities include scheduling, publicity and promotion, recruitment of donors and
volunteers and recognition tor all campus
Wood dnves. In addition will help develope
campaign strategies Must have high school
diploma and be a current student at
BGSU Excellent communication skills required. Prefer previos communications/marketing experience preferred Application deadline: Feb 25. 1998. Send resumes to
American Red Cross Blood Services, 2275
Coiimgwood Blvd.. Toledo. OH 43620
FOE/MyV/H
Camp Counselors New York
Co-ed Trim Oown-Fitness Camp Hike A play
m the Catskill Mountains, yet only 2 hrs. from
NY ory Have a great summer Make a difference in luds lives1 Good salary, internship credit! ft free Rm/Bd. All Sports, Water skiing,
Canoeing. Ropes, Lifeguards. Crafts, Dance.
Aerobics. Nutntion A Counselors. Kitchen, Office, & Night Watchman. 120 Positions. Camp
Shane (800) 292-2267 Web
www campshane com
CRUISE SHIP 4 LAND-TOUR JOBS
Excellent benefits World Travel Ask us how*
517 324 3090 e.' Cf.S44.'

Monday, February 16, 1998

NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT
Work m the Great Outdoors
Forestry, Wildlife Preserves. Concessionaires.
Firefighters. A more. Competitive wages A
benefits Ask us how'
517 324 31 lOExt N55441.

Part-time secretary needed.
Year-round position
Computer skills required
Salary based on expenence
and credentials.
Contact Pastor Jenks.
Community of Chnst Lutheran Church.
352-5101

Sudani Publications is accepting applications
tor magazine advertising sales raos. Gain valuable business to business sales*expenence.
and earn great money Reps will develop advertising programs tor campus departments
and area businesses while also prospecting for
new accounts The position requires 15-20
hours per week and rune from March thru
June. Candidates must bo students and have
transportation CaH Toby at 372 0430 tor more
information or stop by 204 West Hall tor an application
Summer A FuH Time Positions At;
Beautiful laketront yachting dub seeks
friendly team players. Will tram
qualified candidates as:
Servers
Bussers
Host/Hostess
Bartenders
Dock anendan is/Ground Keepers
Ldeguards
RecepttomsvCompute r
Line Chefs
Incentive Programs/flexible Hrs
Excellent Pay
Interview now tor best positions
Wednesday firu Sunday
200 Yacht Club Drive
Rocky River. OH 44116
216 333-1155
Ask for Kathy 'Marc

Day Camp Director for Camp Crooked Arrow, a
summer day camp tor children ages six to Twelve Must have excellent supervision/ and organizational skills, experience working with elementary-aged children in an outdoor sorting is
a must! Degree prelened Send resumes to:
University YMCA. 2066 Brookdale Rd.. Toledo
OH 43606
EARN
$750-$15CMVWEEK
Raise all the money your student
group needs by sponsoring a
VISA Fundraiser on your campus
No investment & very little time
needed Ineresnoobliganon.so
why not call tor mlormation today.
Can 1800 323 8454x95

SUMMED CAMP Beautiful coed YMCA camp
in Nor'rwostorn New Jersey needs Counselors
and Activity Special sts June 21- August 23
No experience necessary Just love kids and
working outdoors. Salaries range Irom
$tS00-$2000 plus room and board Modern
cabins with interior bathrooms 1 hour Irom
NYC. 1 1/2 hours from Jersey Shore Can or
write lor application and lo schedule an interview YMCA Camp Mason. 23 Birch Ridge
Road. Hardwick, NJ 07825 (906) 3628217
E-mail cmpmasonri&garden nei

Yachica tuiiy manuel camera S 100
I ad«s size 7 Salomon rear entry
ski boots $45
Ask tor Sieve 372-4361

FOR RENT
* Houses and Apartments'
211 Reed St. • 5* students
321 Merry *B-6 bdrm apt
311 &316E Merry 2 bdrm apts
309 1/2 E Merry Rooms A more

SUMMER CAMP Beautiful coed YMCA
Camp in Northwestern New Jersey needs
Counselors and Activity Specialists June
21-August 23. No experience necessary Just
love kids and working outdoors. Salaries range
from $1500 $2000 plus room and board.
Modern cabins with interior bathrooms, t hour
from NYC 1 1'2 hours Irom Jersey Shore Call
or write tor applications and to schedule an interview YMCA Camp Mason. 23 Birch Ridge
Road, Hardwick. NJ 07825. (908)362 8217 E
mail cmpmanson@garden net

353-0325
2 bdrm. house. Available May 1st 12 mo.
lease *525/mo 801 6th St. Call 655-3064
2-bdrm 834 Scott Hamilton A.C avail. May
$420.«utll. Other unlit avail. Aug. AVAIL
NOW eff. $285. mil, paid 353-8206
Duplexes/houses for '98 '99 school year.
Eff. t &2bdrm-1 toStenants
12 month leases only
Steve Smith 352 8917 (no calls after 8pm)

SUMMER Of A LIFETIME!!
If you enjoy hanging out with kids, the out
doors, and just plain having fun, we're the
place for you. Timber Lake/Tyler Hill Camps
are looking for general counselors, speciality
staff m aihletics. crafts, waterfront, outdoor adventure theatre and more. TOP SALARIES A
TRAVEL ALLOWANCE!' Please call us lor an
on campus interview to be held on March 3rd.
(600) 628-CAMP or check us oui on the web at
www campilc com

Female subieaser needed Aug. 98 thru May
99.Ownrm.CallTammy;353-1089.
_
GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS.
800 Third St.
Excellent i BRA2BRunns
Fully turn.. AC. reasonable rents &
Close to campus Yrfy.or sch yr lease
Check us out before you lease
Call 352-4966
or stop by apt #10

Television Model Wanted
TAS Electronics A Fox 36 is looking tor that
Special female to represent TAS Electronics
throughout 1998 In addition to a regular appearance on television the choosen TAS Girl
will win a 1998 VW Jetta lor 2 years A a inp tor
2 to Cancun' There are 3 available dates to
qualify. Call TAS Electronics tor more mlo
867-7788.

Houses for rent: The following houses are for
rent lor 98 99 school year. All 12 mo. .eases.
tenants pay all util., sec. dep.. parental guarantee req.. no pets
1. 734 Elm Large 3BR. 2 bath house. Avail
8/16/98. Rent $780/mo. collected quarterly.
WD hookup Phone 352 0640 ask tenants to
view
2. 730 Elm
2 BR Avail 5/15/98. Rent
$5i0/mo
collected quarterly. Phone
354-6595 ask tenants to view.
3. 317 N. Summit 4 BR. 2 bath house, dose
to campus, w/basement A W/D hookup.Must
have at least 4 unrelated tenants! Avail
8/16/98. Rent $960/mo. Collected quarterly.
Stop by & as* tenants to view.

Wood County Gang Task Force/Youth volence Prevention Program position available.
20h*s v.- at $7.0O/hr. High School diplnma.
Own transportation Application from Prosecuting Attorney's Office. 354 9250 Inquiries ask
for Phil. Fill position by end of March.

FOR SALE
1/2 carat marquis diamond.
J900 OBO Call Paul at 353-0377

For more Information or to sign a lease.
contact Arbor Enterprises al 354-2854.
Locally owned and managed.

Madhtller Midnight Madneee
continues with new CO from
ANIOIFRANCO
available tonight at midnight
Madhatter Music
143E.Woosler

Houses, i A 2 bdrm furn. apts. lor 98-99
school year Call 352 7454
-

353 3555

One bedroom apt
354 8817

/

mmtHms

close to campus

Call

STAFFMARK
formerly
\ FLEXIBLE PERSONNEL

Large & Small Houses
Still Available
211 E. Reed St. - 3 bedroom
311/316 E. Merry St. Apts
9 payment lease, fum.,A/C
300 block of E. Merry as low
as $420 a month
321 E. Merry St. B - 6 bedrooms
And also several other Apts.
Also Rooms
Listing avail. 24hrs
Office 316 E. Merry #3
or call 353-0325

• Staffing Solutions
• Consultative Partnerships
• Reduce Turnover and
Increase Production
■ Reduce Recruiting Costs

353-9425
.

1045 North Main Street
Bowling Green
.

J FLORIDA m
FROM $149 PER WEEK*

This coupon cannot be used with any other discounl or
promotional offer Only one coupon per item per visit
'Tax additional where applicable 60IH

1027 N. Main ST.
Bowling Green
Expires 3(13/98

(jnuMMy

Management Inc.

NEW
1&2bdrm. Close to campus.
710 N. Enterprise (Heinz-Site
Apli.) Rents start at 375/mo. +
utils, 2 bdrm includes washer &
dryer Call for Info 353-5800.
MaimKemrnl Inc.
1&2bdrm. 1082 Fairview
Ave. (Hillsdale Apts)unique
floor designs, vaulted
ceilings, washer/dryer hookup in the 2 bdrm. Rents
start at 350/mo + utils.For
more info call 353-5800.

Management Inc.

Studio Apts. 215 E. Poe
Rd.(Evergreen Apts.)
Laundry on site. One
person starts at 230/mo
. Utils are included. For
more info call 353-5800

NEWLOVE REALTY
RENTALS
388 S Meiin
(our onlu office!
352-5020
228 SOUTH COUEGC

1 bdrm 215 E. Poe Rd.
(Evergreen Aptt.) Very
spacious, laundry on site.
Rent starts at 340/mo»elec.
For more Info call 353-5800

Management Inc.

830 4th Street is now leasing
for next year. 1 bdrm close to
campus gas/heat/AC. Starting
at 340/mo.

Management Inc.

For complete Hat atop by
our office at 1045 N. Main
or Call 353-5800

I

Howard's Club H
Mon-Sal 2-2:30 am
Sun 5-2:30 am

0 N. Main

352-9951

Monday
Loud & Local
No Cover

709 FOURTH
•2 bdrm. furn. apts.
•2 car garage
•Extra Storage room

21 and over

^

•large wood deck
•washer/dryer in bldg.

/.

A.

NN£

Video Games • Ping Pong • Pinball

309 HIGH

•Close to Campus
•washer/dryer in bldg.
507 EAST MERRY
• ACROSS STREET from Campus
• FREE water & sewer
•washer/dryer in bldg.
824 SIXTH
•2 bdrm. apts.
•FREE gas heat, water, sewer
•Washer/ dryer In bldg.
843 SIXTH
•2 bdrm. unfurn. apts.
•2 baths
•Dishwashers
•washer/dryer in bldg

utr

NEWLOVE REALTY =J
Rentals: 352-5620

HOME OF THE WORLDS LONGEST KEC PARTY"

'CALL FOR INFO: 1-800 874-8828
www.samlpipeTbeacon.coRi ("rate* per person)

• FREE gas heat, water, sewer
•washer/dryer in bldg.

• 2 bdrm. apts.
•f«[ gas heat, water, sewer

FREE DRAFT BEER AIL WEEK LONO *
2 OUTDOOR HEATED POOLS • I INDOOR HEATED POOL
HUCE BEACH FRONT HOT TUB
LAZY RIVER RIDE -SUITES UPTOIO PERSONS
SAILBOATS • TIKI BEACH BAR • JET SKIS PARASAILS

Ujnt I^IUII

•1 block from Campus
•1 bdrm. apts

•2 bdrm. furn. apts.

Management Inc.

Looking for a way
to get involved?
Want to impress
your future employer?'
Represent B.G.S.U.
as a Tour Guide!!!
Applications will be available in 110 McFall
from February 16th through February 20th.
If you have any questions, call 372-9866.

L I, ) I I I I I I
J—I Apartment living
NOT
what you expected?
•Summer 1998 and Fall 1998 Leasing!
•Summer leases starting at 6 weeks
[•utilities included
•space available immediately
•no rent payments during school breaks
|'semester leases
•close to campus
l«on-site laundry facility

Call Newman Housing
jfor details on hassle-free living
354-2191

J
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BLACK HISTORY MONTH
ZT,LTft^i:i09tT>I9s(3&(ll
FOUNDERS KEEPERS
FOOD COURT
FEBRUARY 19,1998
11:30AM-2:00PM AND
4:30-7:30PM
Mnt&l ITEMS ICHCLU(D<L:
BBQ BIBS
HOT WINGS
BAKED FISH
CORN
MAC ARONI A
CHEESE

-COBNBREAD
• COIXARD GREENS

• SWEET POTATOES
• SWEET POTATO PIE
• BANANA PUDDING

• RED BEANS
AND BICE
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